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The Mind Game   

Have you heard people say “it's all in the mind”? Well being successful in Petanque or any other sport has a large part to 

do with “The mind”. 

In this section you will learn a little about the importance of interaction between your mind and your performance. 

When playing in a game, have you ever had that feeling when you are on a winning roll, the feeling that you could do no 

wrong? Everything is going your way, every point finishes just right, every shot hits. Then you have those games when 

nothing you do goes right, every point gets a kick, shots end up taking out your own boules and you end up thinking “I 

give up!” When everything is going right your head is held high, shoulders back. You walk with a confidence that is clear 

for everyone to see. However when things are going wrong, your head visibly drops, shoulders hunch and you walk 

along shaking your head. This is when fear and frustration set in. Fear of losing the game and frustration at how nothing 

is going your way. These are typical emotions that occur in situations when you are blocked from reaching a personal or 

team goal. The more emphasis placed on the goal the greater the fear and frustration of losing. What’s the difference 

between the two situations? You’re the same person. You should have the same resources at your disposal. So why do 

we produce dismal results one time, and great results the next?  

The difference is the emotional state you’re in. There are strengthening emotional states e.g. confidence, love, inner 

strength, joy, belief, etc these give us a source of personal power. There are also weakening emotional states e.g. 

confusion, depression fear, anxiety, sadness, frustration etc, these drag us down and leave us powerless. 

The Mind over Matter Technique 

A set of skills and techniques for thinking and acting effectively within the game. 

  Clear your mind, block out exterior sounds and movements 

  Focus, focus your mind and visualise your throw. Focus on your landing spot or target boule 

  Preparation, slow your breathing, channel any feelings of nerves into a positive feeling. 

Frustration can be used as a useful tool, when you feel you are getting frustrated you will notice your game starts to get 

worse. Stop and think, your emotions may prove to be the problem with your game. Go back to using the 3 mind over 

matter steps. Focus your attention briefly on past games the good shots, the winning boule, winning a tough game. 

Remember how you felt, what your body language was like, duplicate this. Step out to throw your next boule refocused, 

calm and positive. You will soon start to see what a positive attitude coupled with skill can achieve. 

Our emotional state can be defined as how we react to our senses; what we see, hear, feel. It is how we are feeling at 

any moment in time. Usually we pay no attention to our emotional states and we do little to control it. Whatever state 
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we’re in, many do not attempt to control it until the damage is done. The difference between success and failure is the 

player that learns to understand and control their emotions. We can get into emotional states either by ourselves or 

with the involvement of other people’s help.  

We can bring on a weakening state by going over in our mind the fact that we missed a shot for game. It goes around in 

our head replaying it, reliving the anger or tension. Our mind is not focused on the game, we throw a bad boule, we then 

get angry, frustrated. This fuels the feelings you are already experiencing and you snowball into a weakened state. 

However if you set out to play a game having just won a game your mind is full of excitement and confidence. You throw 

your boule like no one can stop you. Your positive attitude result in a good throw strengthening your state.  

Opposition can have an impact on your emotional state, as you walk towards the circle one of the opposition says to the 

other just loud enough for you to hear "They won't point in there".  As you are getting into the circle something in the 

back of your mind is questioning your own ability. You start overthinking, negativity sets in. The opposition has put you 

in a weakened emotional state. If what you overheard was  them saying "I have seen this player before they are 

fantastic at pointing" it would have boosted your ego, filling you with confidence thus strengthening your emotional 

state.  

Behaviour and Attitude 

Behaviour regrouping: Our behaviour will not change on its own, we have to change it. Look at your behaviour and what 

is productive to your game and what is destructive. Behaviours which are hard to control are often labelled as bad 

attitudes. Our behaviour falls into groups 

1. Functional behaviours: Behaviours that we carry out each day: Breakfast in the morning, dress smart for school , going 

to sleep at night and so on. You may be aware that they are associated to various situations, times and places. You have 

an inbuilt system that tells you when specifically to engage in certain behaviours. In Petanque always throw from within 

the circle etc. 

2. Reactionary behaviours: Behaviours that are secondary to us, physical and emotional. These can be seen by other 

people through our body language and voice. Your voice quivering when upset, shaking when you are scared. Other 

people react accordingly to these behaviours by showing us comfort etc. This relates to Petanque but can be a negative 

thing. You throw a bad boule or miss a shot, your reactionary behaviour is visible to the opposition. You throw down 

your towel, shake your head, grimace, The opposition feed off of this, it gives them more confidence. 

3. Purpose and intent: Every action we make has a purpose. We learn this as young children, throwing tantrums to get 

attention. But as we get older we learn to consciously think about the purpose and intent of our behaviour. When a 

person wants to change some of their behaviour, it is the intention & purpose that’s important. The intent of your 

behaviour is a useful place to start when considering whether a particular behaviour gets you what you want. If you 

throw down your towel and swear does it improve your next throw? You must realise “ You are not your behaviour, your 

behaviour just reflects your intent”. In other words throwing down your towel and swearing does not mean you have a 

bad attitude it just reflects your intent to let off steam. This is where we go back to the question “If you throw down 

your towel and swear does it improve your next throw?” If the answer is no then the purpose of your behaviour is wrong. 

It is at that point where you reevaluate your purpose and intent. 

4. Regrouping: When we focus our attention towards what we want, rather than what we don’t want, we become more 

effective in achieving our goals. We must learn to develop greater choice, be positive and think of the intent for 
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behaviour in terms of what we want to achieve from our behaviour, not what we want to avoid. With this in mind 

regrouping your attitude into a positive force towards what you want, you can create other possible options of how to 

behave resulting in a more positive outcome. 

Attitude can make or break a sportsperson. In many sports no matter how well they played, a great percentage of 

players have not been selected in teams because of their attitude. Your skill will carry you only for so long. It gets worse 

at the top of the ladder, you’re there one minute and gone the next. Many a skilled player has a limited amount of 

people willing to play with them because of their attitude. We have all witnessed many players displaying traits that 

relate to bad attitudes. The strange thing about this is we often only see errors of others, and rarely realise that we may 

have at sometime exhibited similar behaviour. This is often a major issue with young players as they move on from being 

a child into adulthood, their whole life is changing moving out of their families into the big wide world. They discover 

other ways of socialising, encounter collage and relationships.  

In our personal life bad attitude may only be seen by family or friends. When playing sport you’re in the spotlight and it 

is there for all to see. Although we may not like to admit it, it boils down to poor control over our emotions. As children 

our antics may not have been corrected by our peers or parents. Also it may have seen as being amusing to our 

guardians but as we have grown older it becomes less amusing and one of life’s personal problems. These traits need to 

be controlled. In a personal situation these traits often show as moodiness, anger, extreme silence, panic, being bossy, 

over demanding, and so on. People then choose if they want to be around us or not. In a sporting environment the 

consequences are much worse, our behaviour and antics not only effect ourselves but also our team or even our whole 

squad. It can result in a player Ignoring the game plan, When the game pressure is on being over aggressive, abusing 

fellow team members, watching the game on the next terrain and ignoring your own team, moaning about the rules of 

the game or the opposing team, arguing with officials before, during and after the game, Ignoring a team manager’s 

advise, the list is endless. 

Making the Changes 

For any change to work they must be permanent changes. Giving it a go for a few weeks will not work, you will only end 

up feeling despondent. You must set out to make the changes with a positive and open mind. Remember bad attitudes 

come from our emotions, antics are just stupid gestures. Just by mastering your attitude you will be most of the way 

towards being a successful player and being in a top position for selection. With a positive attitude you will feel vibrant, 

full of energy and confident. It is very easy to work ourselves into a bad state. Now train yourself to work yourself up 

into a positive state and your self esteem will sore.  

Self Belief 

What a player believes or thinks is possible or impossible, will often become true. If you step into the circle thinking “I 

can’t do that” the chances are you won't. When you don’t believe you can do it, messages are sent to your emotional 

system. This will limit your ability to produce the desired results.  

The mind and body are linked together. The way you use your body, the way you breathe, your posture, facial 

expressions, the nature of your movements, all this determines what emotional state you are in. Whatever state you are 

in will reflect on how you play. if you detect any negative states, immediately change yourself into a positive state by 

simply standing up straight, well balanced with the mass of body weight over both feet, throw your shoulders back and 
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breathe deeply from your chest and look upwards. From this type of posture your brain will receive a message to be 

alert, vital and resourceful. 

Now you are ready to practice your playing skills. 

 

Body Language 

We have already touched a little on body language now we will look a little deeper. Imagine two boxes on a table one is 

a bit dented and wrapped in newspaper the other is a sturdy box wrapped in shiny foil paper with a big red bow tied 

around it, which one would you choose? The otter wrapping is our body language, it can have both positive and negative 

effects on your teammates.  

Your eyes alone can demoralise your teammates. If they throw a bad boule it is very unlikely they have done it on 

purpose. As a teammate you can either build them up and encourage them to perform better or you can make them feel 

useless, like a failure, incapable of throwing a good boule. Take a look at the diagram all you can see are the eyes. 

 

  

It is very easy to see which are surprised, angry, shocked. So remember this during a game. After throwing a bad boule 

players often look to their team for support, it doesn't matter what your mouth is saying if your face is saying something 

totally different. 

Posture is very important when you walk on to the terrain you want to command the respect of your opposition. If you 

look like you are important they will assume you are important. 
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If Your team stands tall, heads high, shoulders back, arms by your sides or hands on hips it changes how you feel. It lifts 

your mood and makes you feel confident. It shows your opposition that you are confident of your team and your 

abilities.  

If you stand with arms folded across body, shoulders slumped, looking down at the floor it will lower your mood and 

your confidence. It will give the opposition the impression you are not confident which in turn boosts their confidence 

and we already know if you feel confident and positive you are more likely to play well. So something as simple as how 

you stand can have a real effect on how badly your team plays and how well your opposition play and visa versa.  

It does not matter what country you come from or if you speak the same language you can still tell if someone is 

nervous by their body language. Body language is universal, the body language of a winner is classic. Studies have shown 

that even blind athletes who had never seen anyone do it raise their arms and hands above head, mouth open, face 

pointed up towards the sky exclaiming in triumph.  

Body language does not stop with the individual it applies to the team as a whole. Standing together projects an image 

of unity. If your opposition looks at your team and see's your team standing together, talking comfortably, giving 

supportive pats on the back you will seem far more formidable. If you look across at the other team and see them 

dotted about all over the terrain, no communication and when they do talk tactics there are obvious disagreements it 

empowers you. 

There is a famous quote  "To be a great champion you must believe you are the best. If you're not, pretend you are“ - 

Muhammad Ali (Boxer), in more recent terms the phrase "fake it until you make it" has been used. Basically no matter 

how nervous or scared you are adopt positive body language and no one else will know, after a while your mind will 

listen to your body and you will become as confident and relaxed as you act.  

 

 


